Introduction
Viscoelastic fluids are complex materials with properties intermediate between a solid and a liquid. They behave as solid like on fast time scales and liquid like on slow time scales compared to the characteristic relaxation time. 1 Fracture is expected at high deformation rates compared to the inverse of the relaxation time of the material. 2 In solids this phenomenon is referred to as brittle fracture. 3 Amongst viscoelastic fluids, associative polymeric systems including self-healing rubbers 4 and physical hydrogels 5 have attracted the interest of researchers recently due to their importance in processing and application as polymeric materials. Consequently, understanding fracture is important for tailoring such materials that are tougher and stronger for practical applications.
When a crack exists in a material, any external applied stress undergoes a large amplification at its tip. 6 For linear elastic materials, the stress field close to an infinitely sharp line crack takes the form s / K= ffiffiffi x p Á f ðyÞ, where K is the stress intensity factor, x is the distance from the crack tip and f (y) is a function of the angle to the crack. 6, 7 Displacements normal to the crack direction predicts a parabolic crack tip opening u / K Á ffiffiffi x p where x is the distance along the crack. 6 For real materials, the stress singularity must be cut off to a finite value at least at the atomic scale, where it may or may not be large enough to snap bonds. Hence the prediction of a singular stress is itself insufficient to make a crack propagate. This leads to the early works of Griffith who provided a condition to determine whether the crack would propagate or not by noting that new surface must be created and that requires energy. 8 On the other hand, fracture in viscoelastic materials has received less attention compared to solid materials. Modifications to Griffith's theory have been adapted to help understand fracture in viscoelastic materials. 9, 10 Several groups have reported fracture in the extensional deformation flow field for associative polymers. 9, [11] [12] [13] Most of the work concerns either networks or solutions of worm-like micelles. 11, 12 Recently, Ligoure et al. 13 have studied fracture mechanisms of oil-in-water emulsions linked by telechelic polymers using pendant drop experiments. More recently, Huang et al. have reported an experimental framework capable of quantifying time resolved crack propagation together with true stress measurements and applied this for linear homopolymer melts. 14 We use this framework to perform fracture experiments for ionomers at different viscoelastic regimes by employing different temperatures and strain rates.
Ionomers represent a family of polymers where ionic groups are covalently attached to the polymer backbone. 15 Due to strong dipolar interactions, the ionic groups have a tendency to associate into ionic clusters. 16 These ionic clusters act as temporary crosslinks and restrict the motion of polymer chains thus leading to a delay in stress relaxation relative to the nonionic polymer. The terminal response of ionomers is governed by an association lifetime, t s , which is the average time for an ion pair to reside in the ionic cluster before its dissociation. The isolated pair can associate back to its original cluster or randomly move to a nearby cluster: the latter process leads to stress relaxation of the portion of chains between the ionic associations. 17 Ionomers fracture in a brittle fashion under extensional deformation flow fields. 18, 19 Although some work has been conducted to understand the fracture of ionomers, it has primarily focused on deformation and fracture below the glass transition temperature. 20, 21 Fracture in the rubbery and flow states of ionomers has not been investigated at all. In the light of applications of ionomers as materials for toughening systems, coating and adhesives, batteries, and their importance in processing, it is surprising that no study has considered the fracture mechanisms from either theoretical or experimental perspectives. 22 In this paper, we provide an experimental framework to investigate the fracture mechanism of ionomer melts synthesized via condensation of sulfonated pthalates with poly(tetramethylene glycol). 23 Linear viscoelastic and structural properties have been extensively studied by Colby et al. 17, 23 This system provides an excellent model associative polymer melt (unentangled) where ionic associations attached to the polymer backbone act as physical crosslinks thus giving rich viscoelastic properties. The linear rheological response of the material resembles that of a well entangled polymer melt with a discernible plateau modulus. Despite being viscoelastic the material exhibits brittle fracture. Using a state of the art filament stretching rheometer coupled with a high speed imaging camera, we demonstrate that the ionomer filaments rupture via edge fracture. Analysis of the fracture profiles provide evidence that bulk viscous dissipation is minimal during the fracture event and has little impact on the crack profile. Results are in accordance with the viscoelastic trumpet model of de Gennes. 24 Crack propagation velocities are quantified and compared to the speed of a shear wave in the medium. 25 We employ Griffith's theory using Pomeau's criterion 26 which reasons that the energy barrier to achieve crack growth can be overcome by thermal fluctuations. This allows for an estimation of the fracture energy needed to create two new air/polymer surfaces (dry fracture), which is found to be comparable to the surface tension of the ionomer. The use of Pomeau's criterion for such transient systems depends on the association/disassociation kinetics of temporary crosslinks (stickers) compared to the experimental time scales. When the average sticker lifetime, t s , is shorter than the experimental time scale, Pomeau's criterion is readily applicable. However, when the average sticker lifetime is much larger than the experimental time scale the material acts as a non-self-healing material within the experimental window and fractures. The driving force for fracture is not thermal energy, and the origins of the problem become solid mechanics related. Finally, we examine the extensional rheological response over a wide range of flow rates to provide a rationale for understanding the nature of fracture for ionomer melts under uniaxial extensional flows.
Materials and methods

Description of the ionomer melt
The amorphous polyester ionomer synthesized via condensation of sulfonated phtalates with poly(tetramethylene glycol) having M = 650 g mol À1 with Na as the counterion was provided by Chen et al. 17 The PTMO-Na ionomer exhibits microdomain separation as confirmed by X-ray scattering whereby Na + forms dense aggregates of the order of 15 ion pairs. The PTMO-Na ionomer exhibits a glass transition temperature, T g , of À60 1C. 23 
Rheological experiments
The extensional stress growth coefficient as a function of time was measured using the VADER 1000 (versatile accurate deformation extensional rheometer) from Rheo Filament ApS. Cylindrical stainless steel plates with a diameter of 5.4 mm were used for all measurements. The Hencky strain in the mid-filament is defined as e = À 2 ln(D(t)/D 0 ), where D 0 is the initial diameter. The diameter is measured by a laser micrometer during stretching and a control loop 27 is used to adjust the plate motion to ensure a constant Hencky strain rate defined as _ e = de/dt. Samples were heated under nitrogen for 2 hours at 120 1C prior to performing experiments. At such a temperature the ionomer flows easily and forms a nice axisymmetric shape when the top rheometer plate is brought in contact with the sample. All experiments were performed in a nitrogen controlled environment.
Fracture experiments
Fracture experiments were performed using a Photron Mini UX100 high speed camera with a Navitar Zoom6000 lens coupled with VADER 1000 operating in an open loop control scheme configuration (at 60 1C and 80 1C). The imposed stretching rate was 1 s À1 (see open orange circles in Fig. 5 ). The feedforward control parameters 27 which define the kinematic trajectory of the top plate motor were obtained by performing constant rate experiments on the VADER in a control loop scheme with an active feedback control and without coupling a high speed camera. Only after that, VADER was coupled with the high speed camera to perform fracture experiments. Operating the VADER in a open loop ensures avoiding interference between the laser micrometer and the light emitted from the illuminator that is used for the camera. Since the crack can nucleate and propagate in any direction of the filament surface, around 40 experiments were performed in order to capture crack propagation profiles orthogonal to the camera lens for the experimental data analysis.
Results
Shear rheology results were obtained from previous studies on PTMO-Na ionomer melts. 17, 23 The linear viscoelastic (LVE) response shown in Fig. 1a resembles that of a well entangled polymer melt with a distinct plateau modulus. Since the PTMO-Na is unentangled, the plateau modulus, G 0 N , results from the ionic cluster density and is approximately 10 7 Pa. Polydispersity in molecular weight
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 leads to a broadening in the lower crossover frequency because of a distribution in the number of polymer modes each associated with a contribution to the moduli. 17, 28 The PTMO-Na ionomers used in this study are polydisperse (polydispersity E 2.0), and they exhibit terminal tails (slope of 1 and 2 for loss modulus G 00 and storage modulus G 0 , respectively) at low frequency, o. The terminal relaxation time can be determined as,
The association lifetime can thus be obtained as ref. 23
where N s = 7 17, 23 is the number of sticky Rouse segments per chain. Arrows in Fig. 1 are indicative of the association lifetime at the respective temperatures. Incidentally the association lifetime is close to the maxima in loss moduli. The extensional rheological response of the PTMO-Na ionomer is shown in Fig. 1b . It shows the transient stress growth coefficient, Z + E , as a function of time for a fixed strain rate, _ e = 1 s À1 , at two different temperatures, 60 1C and 80 1C. The LVE envelope obtained using a multimode Maxwell fit from LVE oscillatory shear data is plotted as solid lines. The extensional data are seen to be consistent with the predictions of linear viscoelasticity. The inset shows transient extensional stress, s + E , as a function of Hencky strain, e. The end of each experiment represents brittle fracture of the PTMO-Na filament. From Fig. 1b , it is interesting to note the temperature dependent extensional rheological response. At T = 60 1C, the experimental time scale is smaller compared to the association lifetime, t s , and the material fractures at relatively low Hencky strain without showing any departure from the LVE envelope (often termed as strain hardening). By contrast, at T = 80 1C, the experimental time scale exceeds the association lifetime, t s , and a noticeable strain hardening is observed before brittle fracture. From the inset, it is evident that the material fractures at the same level of stress 10 7 Pa which corresponds to the shear plateau modulus, G 0 N . A complete evolution of the PTMO-Na ionomer filament at a Hencky strain rate, _ e = 1 s À1 and T = 60 1C during extensional deformation is shown in Fig. 2 (see also Movie in the ESI ‡). During extensional deformation, a notch appears from the right edge of the filament orthogonal to the camera lens 0.32 ms before it fractures into two halves. A close inspection of the images reveals multiple cracks initially, but the crack shown in the picture prevails over the other cracks (see the ESI ‡). The sequence of images demonstrates the decoupling of time scale associated with extensional deformation (of the order of seconds) from the fracture event time which is of the order of ms. The crack propagation at T = 80 1C is shown in the ESI. ‡ In both cases, the fracture profile exhibits a parabolic shape from the beginning of crack propagation to complete fracture of the filament into two halves. This is an attribute associated with the fracture of solids under tension. 8 It is worth mentioning that the position of fracture along the filament axis is completely random. This observation may indicate the stochastic nature of reversible microcracks. A microcrack corresponds to a domain across which there is no connection of polymer chains between crosslinks.
A quantitative analysis of fracture profiles is shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3a and b shows fracture profiles (shifted to have the same crack tip position) at each moving frame with a time spacing of 0.04 ms (corresponds to the frame rate = 25 000 fps). The overall fracture profile can be fit using an equation for a parabola
, where a is a constant adjusted to fit the parabolic profile. The parabolic fit is shown by the solid line. The fitting constant a, which is an indirect representation of the amount of crack opening is higher for T = 60 1C compared to T = 80 1C.
Crack length as a function of remaining time for the filament to disconnect into two halves is shown in Fig. 4 at T = 60 1C, and T = 80 1C. We use the diameter of the filament just before opening of the crack, D, as the reference to define the crack length L from the crack tip. The velocity of the crack, V, is obtained from the slope of the plot. Two velocity regimes are evident:
(i) For L o 0.05D, a slow velocity regime, V s , is noticed where the crack moves at almost V = 0.1 m s À1 .
(ii) For L 4 0.05D, a fast velocity regime, V f , is observed in which the crack propagates dynamically at almost V = 9.5 m s À1 .
The crack velocities are almost independent of temperature. An increase in crack velocity during crack propagation is to be expected because the stresses near the tip will increase thus driving faster crack growth. In addition, we speculate that in the slow velocity regime, multiple cracks shield one another from the external applied stress whereby they all propagate slowly together, 29 while in the fast velocity regime the leading crack takes off alone. While cracks achieve quite large velocities particularly close to complete fracture, the highest velocities are still an order of magnitude smaller than the elastic shear wave velocity for an incompressible material (c R E (|G*|/r) 1/2 = 96 m s À1 ), where r is the density and |G*| = (G 02 + G 002 ) 1/2 is the absolute value of the complex modulus. 25 Slow crack velocities compared to shear wave velocity have been reported previously for nonassociative polymers. 5, 13, 30 What is different here compared to other reversible systems like gelatin 5 and gels made from oil-inwater droplet emulsions bridged by telechelic polymers 13 is the absence of solvent drag. As a consequence the crack propagation velocities are in the range of 1-2 orders of magnitude faster compared to those in solvent containing reversible networks. It should be mentioned that the quantification of crack velocity was made assuming a 2D symmetry of the crack front and that the crack front is flat.
Discussion
It was noted above that the shape of the fracture profile was parabolic which is indicative of elastic like behavior. To provide a rationale of such a behavior of the PTMO-Na ionomer during fracture, the viscoelastic trumpet model of de Gennes is employed. 24, 31, 32 This model demonstrates through scaling laws that the shape of the crack depends upon a characteristic relaxation time, t, and crack propagation velocity, V. For a viscoelastic material, during crack propagation a transition from a solid to liquid like response can be distinguished, (i) L r Vt: a strong elastic response is noticed and the viscous dissipation is negligible. For this case,
(ii) L 4 Vt: in this region the modulus is purely imaginary and a Newtonian liquid response is expected. This region contributes to the bulk viscoelastic dissipation processes. For If we define t = t s , then the characteristic length scale, Vt, for the PTMO-Na ionomer is 10 mm and 300 mm at T = 80 1C and T = 60 1C, respectively. Since the fracture length L max = D B 0.8-1.1 mm, a purely elastic response is expected with the fracture profile given by a classical parabolic shape using eqn (5) .
During crack propagation, the local shear rate, _ g, experienced at the crack surface is high near the fracture tip, and lowers as the distance x to the tip increases because the material has time to relax the stresses. 32 We may thus define a relationship for _ g as a function of distance x to the tip. For an elastic material, the local shear strain, g, is defined as
The local shear rate, _ g, during crack propagation is then given simply as
The local shear rates during crack propagation are plotted in Fig. 3a and b as dashed lines. The shear rate, _ g s , corresponds to the slow velocity regime (V = 0.1 m s À1 ) while the shear rate, _ g f , corresponds to the fast velocity regime (V = 9.5 m s À1 ).
A remarkable elastic recoil of the filament or strain recovery, defined as r = (fracture strain-recovered strain)/(fracture straininitial strain), of about 92% and 72% at T = 60 1C and T = 80 1C, respectively, after the fracture was noticed. This observation and the fact that the fracture profile exhibits a parabolic shape provide motivation to analyze data using Griffith's theory of brittle fracture. 8 According to this theory, a surface energy, F s , is required for the creation of free surface within the body counterbalanced by the bulk elastic energy released because of unloading of the newly created surface. Ligoure et al. 9 considered a disk-like crack for radius R. They stated the energy to be
where a C 1 is a constant depending on geometrical factors, R is the size of the crack, and Y = 3G 0 N is the Young's modulus. However, there is one key difference to the situation for solids that are believed to contain a spectrum of micro-cracks. These may be the result of the fabrication process and will have a size distribution. As the stress increases, the crack size reaches the critical value, R c , at which the crack begins to catastrophically grow leading to fracture. Mathematically, at this critical length, dW/dR = 0 which gives,
The term s 2 /2Y in eqn (7) , represents the elastic energy density, E, that may be released by the fracture opening. Since we have measured the stress as a function of strain we prefer to use measurements to calculate this quantity directly in the form,
Only a fraction, r, of this energy is available for opening of the crack since part of the energy will be dissipated. We take, r, to be the fractional strain recovery. We therefore replace s 2 /2Y by rE.
The modified energy expression yields,
Likewise, eqn (8) is modified as R c = F s /rE which may be substituted in the modified energy expression to obtain the critical energy,
The critical energy derived above represents an energy barrier which can be overcome either by existing cracks of length, R c , or by thermal fluctuations. The latter scenario would correspond to self-healing materials where the transient nature of physical crosslinks causes the crack length to reversibly increase. Microcracks in self-healing materials always exist because of thermal energy fluctuations. 9 Recall that a microcrack is a domain without polymers connecting physical crosslinks. A crack can reversibly explore states with different crack lengths between the initial and critical ones. 33 For self-healing materials, we may thus assume that the critical energy can be overcome by thermal fluctuations as suggested by Pomeau 26 which implies,
where b represents the height of the energy barrier in units of k B T. Comparison of eqn (11) and (12) yields the expression for surface energy as,
Recalling from Fig. 1b , the comparison of the average sticker lifetime with the experimental time scale, t exp , during a constant rate experiment. Clearly, the notion of self-healing works well for the PTMO-Na ionomer at T = 80 1C since t s { t exp . In other words, the kinetics of association/dissociation is faster than the experimental time scale. The activation energy barrier can be overcome by thermal fluctuations. From previous works, 17 the activation energy is approximated to be E a = 20k B T at T = 80 1C for the PTMO-Na ionomer. Plugging b = 20 in eqn (12) yields F s = 20 mJ m À2 which is comparable to the surface tension estimated at T = 80 1C using a group contribution method (see the ESI ‡). 34 However, the situation is slightly different at T = 60 1C where Fig. 1b shows that t s c t exp . In other words, kinetics of association/dissociation is slower than the experimental time scale. Although under equilibrium conditions, the material is still self-healing at T = 60 1C, it is viewed as a non-self-healing material on the experimental time scale. To simplify, defects in the network (due to thermal fluctuations) exist under equilibrium conditions, but these pre-existing cracks cannot explore different crack lengths between the initial and the critical ones during the experimental time scale. Henceforth, the use of eqn (12) is questionable. We speculate that at low temperatures the mechanical pullout of chains from the ionic clusters leads to fracture but at the moment this still remains to be proven.
So far we have only focused on two temperatures and one strain rate in Fig. 1b . In order to probe a broader range of nonlinearity, we define a non-dimensional number called the Weissenberg number based on the average sticker lifetime as Wi = _ et s . Fig. 5a shows strain rate dependence of Hencky strain at fracture, e f . A monotonic decrease in the Hencky strain at fracture is noticed for Wi o 1. However, for Wi 4 1 fracture strain is independent of Wi, and attains a constant value of E0.6. For Wi Z 1, ionic crosslinks can be thought of as permanent junctions making the material elastic like. Note that for very low Weissenberg numbers, Newtonian behavior is seen with a steady state in Z E . The filament does not fracture in this regime and the ordinate of Fig. 5a approaches infinity theoretically. Fig. 5b shows non-dimensional extensional stress at fracture, s f /G 0 N , vs. Hencky strain at fracture over a range of temperatures. Such a plot has been referred to as the fracture envelope. 3, 35 Exploring this plot is vital to understand the underlying fracture mechanisms. Two different regimes are evident. At high temperatures, the stress at fracture increases with increasing extension rate until s f C G 0 N . At low temperatures, filaments fracture at a given critical stress s f C G 0 N independent of the extension rate.
Finally, we recall the local shear rates that were calculated in the results section ( Fig. 3a and b ). These shear rates are mapped on the LVE as shown in Fig. 6 . The local shear rates close to the crack surface are 3 orders of magnitude higher than the strain rate imposed during uniaxial extension. It is evident that in the frequency regime which corresponds to the local shear rates during crack propagation (grey region in Fig. 6 ), the storage component dominates the loss component of the complex modulus (G 0 c G 00 ). This is consistent with the finding that the crack profile follows the elastic part uðxÞ ¼ a ffiffiffi x p ð Þof the de Gennes trumpet model. Furthermore, from Fig. 6 it is evident that the critical stress observed in uniaxial extension is comparable to the storage modulus (10 7 Pa) of the sample in the LVE regime which is also the critical tensile stress of the material as discussed before.
Conclusions
In this study, we have demonstrated an original experimental framework to study the fracture of one class of associative polymer melts called ionomers, using a high speed camera coupled with a filament stretching rheometer under a constant strain rate deformation. The configuration allows for an excellent decoupling of extensional deformation from the fracture event.
It was shown that ionomers break in a brittle fashion by edge fracture. Fracture profiles exhibit a parabolic shape which is indicative of solid like behavior. The absence of any significant bulk viscous dissipation was justified using the de Gennes viscoelastic trumpet model whereby the length of the crack was smaller than the characteristic length Vt s , beyond which the viscous effects dominate. Quantification of crack propagation velocities showed that although these were not inertia limited, they were between one and three orders of magnitude slower compared to the speed of shear waves in the material. Crack velocities were also insensitive to temperature variations. By combining fracture mechanics analysis (based on Pomeau's criterion) with constant rate uni-axial rheology, a common consensus was brought forward to understand the mechanism of fracture at different Wi values. Two regimes corresponding to different fracture mechanisms were observed. For Wi o 1, defects originating from thermal density fluctuations can explore states with different crack lengths between the initial and critical ones thus overcoming the energy barrier. Fracture energy needed to create two new air/polymer surfaces in such a scenario corresponded to the surface tension of the material. Noticeable strain hardening was observed in this regime. On the other hand for Wi Z 1, the pre-existing cracks due to thermal fluctuations cannot explore different crack lengths between the initial and the critical ones within the experimental time scale. Therefore, although these microcracks present the source for the crack nucleation, the driving force is not thermal energy. 17, 23 The grey region highlights the local shear rates in Fig. 3 which are in the midst of the rubbery plateau, where the material behaves like a crosslinked network. The local shear rates during fracture were obtained using eqn (6) . Classical Griffith's theory is applicable here to explain the crack propagation. No strain hardening was observed in this regime and the material fractured on the LVE envelope once the tensile stress reaches the shear modulus of the material. We have speculated the mechanical pullout of chains from the ionic clusters to be the reason for brittle fracture in this regime. Given that the measured fracture speeds are between one and three orders of magnitude slower than the shear wave speed, we conclude that some molecular dissipation process must be involved in setting the speed. However the precise nature of this process is not clear at present. It could of course be the same process that contributes to the loss modulus in the identified frequency range of the linear viscoelastic modulus (grey area in Fig. 6 ). However it could also be some non-linear process near the fracture tip, where the linear analysis predicts a stress singularity and non-linear analysis will be needed ultimately. Related to this, the reason for the marked change of crack velocity by almost a factor of 100 is in our opinion also not fully resolved. We have offered a speculation in terms of crack competition, but other physical processes may be involved and more analysis will certainly be needed for a fully satisfactory explanation.
